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bstract

RNA viruses are a significant source of morbidity and mortality in humans every year. Additionally, the potential use of these viruses in acts of
ioterrorism poses a threat to national security. Given the paucity of vaccines or postexposure therapeutics for many highly pathogenic RNA viruses,
ovel treatments are badly needed. Sequence-based drug design, under development for almost 20 years, is proving effective in animal models and
as moved into clinical trials. Important advances in the field include the characterization of RNA interference in mammalian cells and chemical
odifications that can dramatically increase the in vivo stability of therapeutic oligonucleotides. Antisense strategies utilize single-stranded DNA

ligonucleotides that inhibit protein production by mediating the catalytic degradation of target mRNA, or by binding to sites on mRNA essential
or translation. Double-stranded RNA oligonucleotides, known as short-interfering RNAs (siRNAs), also mediate the catalytic degradation of
omplementary mRNAs. As RNA virus infection is predicated on the delivery, replication, and translation of viral RNA, these pathogens present

n obvious target for the rapidly advancing field of sequence-specific therapeutics. Antisense oligonucleotides or siRNAs can be designed to target
he viral RNA genome or viral transcripts. This article reviews current knowledge on therapeutic applications of antisense and RNA interference
or highly pathogenic RNA viral infections.

2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

A number of RNA viruses are highly infectious, acutely
athogenic, and pose a significant threat to human health and
ublic safety. For example, influenza A virus infects up to 20%
f the U.S. population each year, causing approximately 36,000
eaths (http://www.cdc.gov/flu/keyfacts), and poses the contin-
ing threat of a global pandemic that could kill millions (Johnson
nd Mueller, 2002). Dengue virus is endemic to tropical regions
round the world and is reported to infect 80 million people
ach year, causing 500,000 cases of dengue hemorrhagic fever

Halstead, 2007). Newly emerging RNA viruses also endanger
ublic health as evidenced by the 2002–2003 outbreak of severe
cute respiratory syndrome (SARS), caused by a novel coron-
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virus, that claimed the lives of over 800 people after spreading
o more than 30 countries (Drosten et al., 2003; Peiris et al.,
003; Satija and Lal, 2007).

Certain highly pathogenic RNA viruses may also impact pub-
ic safety and national security through the intentional use of
hese agents as bioweapons. The Centers for Disease Control
nd Prevention (CDC) classify a number of RNA viruses, includ-
ng Ebola, Marburg, Lassa and Machupo viruses, as Category

bioterrorism agents. High mortality rates, ease of production,
otential dissemination by aerosol and lack of effective counter-
easures characterize these pathogens. For example, although

ot a natural mode of human-to-human transmission, filoviruses
re highly infectious via the aerosol route (Leffel and Reed,
004). There are reports investigating the stability of lyophilized
arburg virus, and the ability to aerosolize these samples for

ethal infection of non-human primates (Bazhutin et al., 1992;

effel and Reed, 2004).

Effective vaccines or postexposure therapeutics for many
NA viruses are at an infant stage and are badly needed.
ntisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) are single-stranded DNA
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Table 1
Selected recent reports of nucleic acid-based experimental therapeutics targeting RNA viruses

Virus family Virus Treatment Model Summary Reference

Filoviridae EBOV PMO Mouse, Guinea Pig,
Rhesus

PMOs show efficacy in three animal
models

Warfield et al. (2006)

Mouse VP35 PMO inhibits EBOV in vitro and
protects mice, pre and postchallenge

Enterlein et al. (2006)

siRNA Guinea Pig SNALP encapsulated siRNAs against L
protect guinea pigs from challenge

Geisbert et al. (2006)

MARV siRNA Vero Reduction of target proteins and amount
of released virus

Fowler et al. (2005)

Flaviviridae JEV, WNV PMO Vero, Mouse Single PMO gives cross protection in
cell culture. Partial in vivo efficacy
against WNV

Deas et al. (2007)

DENV PMO BHK Conjugated PMOs inhibit viral
replication. Mechanism investigated in
vitro

Holden et al. (2006)

JEV siRNA Mouse Conjugated, brain targeting siRNA given
IV protects mice from JEV

Kumar et al. (2007)

JEV, WNV shRNA, siRNA Mouse Injection of a single siRNA IC protects
mice from JEV and WNV

Kumar et al. (2006)

Arenaviridae VEEV siRNA BHK siRNA inhibits multiple strains or VEEV O’Brien (2007)
Lassa siRNA Vero L and NP siRNA inhibit 5 Lassa isolates,

LCMV and Mopeia virus
Muller and Gunther (2007)

Coronaviridae SARS Co-V PMO Vero Conjugated PMOs against TRS inhibit
cytopathology, viral titer and viral spread

Neuman et al. (2005)

siRNA Mouse, Rhesus siRNA treatment reduces viral
replication and spread, along with
clinical signs of SARS, in an animal
model

Li et al. (2005a)

293T siRNAs developed against SARS Co-V
sequence coding for membrane (M)

Qin et al. (2007)

shRNA Vero shRNA to orf 7a prevents viral gene
expression and replication

Akerstrom et al. (2007)

Orthomyxoviridae Influenza PMO Vero, MDCK Conjugated PMOs inhibit multiple
strains of influenza A in cell culture

Ge et al. (2006)

ASO CEF, chicken ASOs targeting NS1 protect chickens
from lethal H5N1 infection

Wu et al. (2008)

siRNA Mouse siRNAs against PA and NP inhibit
production of multiple virus subtypes
and increase survival

Tompkins et al. (2004)

siRNA, shRNA Mouse siRNA or shRNA given IV reduce viral
titer in lung tissue

Ge et al. (2004)

shRNA MDCK, Mouse shRNAs targeting NP and M2, given IV,
partially protect mice from H1N1 and
H5N1

Zhou et al. (2007)
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MDCK, CEF, Ch
Eggs

ligonucleotides that inhibit translation or mediate RNase H-
ependent degradation of complementary target RNAs. The
ntroduction of small, double-stranded RNA oligonucleotides
siRNAs) mediates the cleavage of target transcripts through
ctivation of the RNA interference pathway. Small hairpin
NAs (shRNAs), expressed from DNA or viral vectors, also
nter the RNA interference pathway after being processed into
iRNAs. These reagents are being aggressively pursued as ther-
peutics for a variety of ailments, including viral infections.
iral genomic RNA, or viral mRNA molecules, can be directly
argeted with the aim of disrupting viral replication and dis-
ase progression. In this regard, there is continuing preclinical
uccess in using nucleic acid-based techniques to treat viral
nfections in laboratory animals (Bennink and Palmore, 2004;

T
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shRNAs inhibit cytopathic effects, virus
titer and virus-induced apoptosis

Li et al. (2005b)

ee and Rossi, 2004; Lim et al., 2006; Warfield et al., 2006).
ere, we review various experimental oligonucleotide-based

herapies and describe recent efforts to target RNA viruses
Table 1).

. Antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs)

ASOs are single-stranded deoxyribonucleotide oligomers
∼20 nucleotides) with a nucleotide sequence designed to be
omplementary to a target mRNA transcript (Chan et al., 2006).

he ASO must be long enough to confer target specificity and

o form a DNA/RNA hybrid of sufficient stability. However, as
ength increases, there is a greater probability the ASO will bind
ith partial complementarity to a non-target sequence. Typi-
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ig. 1. Mechanism of action of antisense and RNA interference-based therapeu
f the target RNA molecule. PMO:RNA hybrids are not substrates of RNase H
ranslation by preventing ribosome entry. Introduced synthetic siRNAs are in
omplementary target RNA molecules.

ally, specific base-pairing interactions between the ASO and
arget transcript result in the RNase H-mediated degradation of
he target RNA and a subsequent reduction in the protein product
f the targeted gene (Fig. 1). RNase H activity in mammalian
ells is ubiquitous, constitutive, and is thought to normally play
role in DNA replication and transcription (Busen et al., 1977;
usen, 1980; Eder et al., 1993; Turchi et al., 1994). When

argeted to ribosomal entry sites in the 5′ untranslated region
f mRNA, ASOs with particular chemical modifications (dis-
ussed below) can inhibit translation in the absence of mRNA
egradation.

Unmodified oligonucleotides are highly unstable in vivo
in circulation and within cells) due to rapid nuclease diges-
ion. Therefore, ASOs are routinely customized with chemical

odifications that increase stability and confer other desirable
ttributes. For example, Fomivirsen (Vitravene®, ISIS-2922) is
n FDA-approved ASO antiviral drug with phosphodiester link-
ges that are modified by replacing a non-linking oxygen with
sulfur atom (phosphorothioate modification) (Fig. 2) (Orr,

001; Geary et al., 2002). Phosphorothioate-modified ASOs are
oor substrates for nucleases and thus show increased stability,
ncreased serum half-life, and greater tissue retention. Although
mproved in terms of stability, these highly charged oligos have
ecreased affinity for their target mRNA, are not taken up effi-
iently by cells, and readily bind to serum and intracellular
roteins, which may lead to diminished activity or off-target
ffects such as triggering of the complement cascade (Stein
nd Krieg, 1994; Krieg and Stein, 1995). Additional modifi-
ations to the 2′ position on the ribose ring have been developed
o increase affinity to target mRNA and provide further resis-

ance to degradation (Prakash and Bhat, 2007). Nucleotides with
′ modifications, such as 2′-O-(2-methoxy)ethyl (2′-MOE), are
ot substrates for RNase H cleavage when bound to their tar-
et RNA (Fig. 2). Therefore, to retain this property, ASOs are

Fig. 2. RNase H-dependent, modified ASO therapeutic design. A trinucleotide
portion of an ASO is shown with phosphorothioate internucleotide linkages (A).
The 3′-most nucleotide is 2′-O-(2-methoxy)ethyl (2′MOE) modified (B). Both
modifications can be found in “gapmer” ASOs which feature a phosphorothioate
core (gap) flanked by 2′-modified nucleotides (2′MOE wings).
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Fig. 3. Phosphorodiamidate Morpholino Oligomer (PMO). A trinucleotide
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MO is shown. PMO compounds are designed with uncharged phosphorodi-
midate internucleotide linkages (A). Additionally, the ribose ring of the nucleic
cid is replaced with a morpholine ring (B).

ften designed with 2′MOE “wings”: five 2′-MOE-modified
ucleotides on each side of approximately 10 central nucleotides
ithout 2′ modification.
Binding of serum proteins to ASOs with a charged back-

one is thought to be a source of toxicity in some cases. For
xample, high doses of phosphorothioate-modified ASOs can
ctivate the complement cascade, possibly through an inter-
ction with the serum protein factor H (Jason et al., 2004;
han et al., 2006). In an effort to reduce such unwanted
ffects, third-generation ASO reagents, phosphorodiamidate
orpholino oligomers (PMOs), have been developed, in which

he ribose ring of the nucleotide backbone is replaced with a
orpholine ring (Fig. 3) (Summerton, 2007). Additionally, neg-

tively charged intersubunit linkages are replaced by uncharged
hosphorodiamidate linkages. The presence of an uncharged
ucleotide backbone greatly reduces interactions with serum
nd cellular proteins, which limits off-target toxicities. PMO
odifications also confer high stability and solubility, both desir-

ble qualities for use in the clinic. PMOs bind to target mRNA
equences with higher affinity than other ASOs but do not medi-
te the catalytic degradation of target RNA transcripts via RNase

(Summerton, 1999). Instead, PMOs are typically designed to

arget ribosome entry sites, the AUG start codon, splice junc-
ions, or sites of critical RNA secondary structure, and thus
educe target protein levels by interfering with translation or
RNA processing (Fig. 1).

s
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Several ASO compounds are currently being evaluated in
linical trials for the treatment of a variety of ailments, including
ancer, diabetes and viral infections (www.clinicaltrials.gov).
rials are now under way studying the intravenous delivery
f ASO drug candidates targeting Bcl-2 (Genasense®, Genta)
nd c-myc (Resten-NG®, AVI BioPharma), while completed tri-
ls have evaluated subcutaneously administered ASOs targeting
rotein tyrosine phosphatase 1B (ISIS 113715, Isis Pharma-
euticals), and hepatitis C virus (AVI-4065, AVI BioPharma).
espite these research efforts, effective compound delivery is

till a major hurdle that must be overcome before ASO com-
ounds find broad utility in the clinic. It is perhaps telling that
he only ASO drug approved to date by the FDA, Fomivirsen,
s administered locally into the confined space of the eye. Fur-
hermore, despite some success of this ASO in the clinic, its use
s now limited due to significant side effects (Mercorelli et al.,
007).

Conjugation of ASOs to cell-penetrating peptides is an
ncreasingly common approach to improve cellular uptake
Pooga et al., 1998; Debart et al., 2007). A recent report demon-
trates that conjugation of PMO (P-PMO) to the arginine-rich
eptide (RXR)4 increases elimination half-life and tissue reten-
ion (Amantana et al., 2007). However, the literature does not
eveal a consistent correlation between peptide conjugation and
ncreased efficacy (Enterlein et al., 2006; Tilley et al., 2007). P-
MOs are generally well tolerated by animal recipients, although

oxicity can be observed as the dose increases (Amantana et al.,
007; Tilley et al., 2007). The nature of the treatment regimen
ay affect P-PMO toxicity. For example, Burrer et al. (2007)

bserved no treatment-associated toxicity when P-PMOs were
dministered to healthy mice. However, when P-PMO treatment
ollowed viral challenge, significant toxicity was observed.

. RNA interference (RNAi)

RNA interference (RNAi) is an endogenous molecular path-
ay that plays a role in antiviral defense and gene regulation

Fritz et al., 2006). The human genome encodes specialized, non-
oding transcripts termed microRNAs (miRNAs) that regulate
he expression of cellular genes (Bartel, 2004; Ying et al., 2006).
he first miRNAs discovered have a role during development in
aenorhabditis elegans (Lee et al., 1993; Reinhart et al., 2000).

t is now estimated that 30% of all mammalian protein-coding
enes, and diverse cellular processes, are regulated by miR-
As (le Sage and Agami, 2006). Long, polyadenylated primary
iRNA transcripts, containing a hairpin structure with sequence

omology to the target gene, are first processed in the nucleus to
ield a shorter miRNA precursor (pre-miRNA). Pre-miRNAs are
hen shuttled to the cytoplasm where they are further processed
y Dicer to yield mature, short, double stranded miRNAs (Lee
t al., 2003). These are loaded into the RNA-induced silencing
omplex (RISC) where they guide hybridization to the target
RNA. Binding of an activated RISC complex to a target tran-
cript leads to transcript degradation or inhibition of translation
Sontheimer, 2005).

The RNAi pathway is now widely exploited as a tool to
ilence the expression of specific target genes for experimental

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/
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r therapeutic benefit (Lee and Sinko, 2006). The RNAi pathway
an be activated by introducing synthetic, double-stranded small
nterfering RNAs (siRNAs) into cells. Alternatively, small hair-
in RNAs (shRNAs) can be expressed from transfected DNA
lasmid vectors or from replication-deficient viral vectors (i.e.,
denovirus, and lentivirus, among others). siRNAs are loaded
irectly into the RISC to mediate target hybridization and cleav-
ge (Fig. 1). In contrast, shRNAs are cleaved by DICER before
ncorporation into the RISC. Sequence-based rules for designing
iRNA molecules with optimal activity are becoming increas-
ngly sophisticated and are available to the general research
ommunity (Elbashir et al., 2002; Henschel et al., 2004; Pei and
uschl, 2006; Shah et al., 2007). Additionally, pre-designed siR-
As, and shRNA expression vectors, targeting nearly every gene

n the human and mouse genome are available from commercial
ources.

For in vivo use, siRNAs and ASOs face similar pitfalls,
ncluding stability, delivery and off-target effects. Phospho-
othioate linkage and 2′-O-methyl sugar modifications protect
iRNAs from nuclease digestion and help prevent off-target
timulation of the type I interferon system (Sioud, 2007). In
he pursuit of systemic and targeted delivery, siRNAs have been
elivered within liposomes or conjugated to antibodies, choles-
erol, RNA aptamers, or peptides (de Fougerolles et al., 2007). A
ecent report demonstrates the feasibility of organ-specific deliv-
ry of siRNA when given intravenously (Kumar et al., 2007). The
uthors utilized the ability of rabies virus glycoprotein G (RVG)
o bind acetylcholine receptor on neuronal cells. A peptide from
VG shows neuronal cell specificity, and when conjugated to
iRNA, enables delivery into this cell type. Importantly, RVG-
iRNA, when administered to mice intravenously, is delivered to
he brain, without accumulating in spleen or liver (Kumar et al.,
007). Although a highly successful siRNA delivery method in
his animal model, it remains to be studied whether this general
pproach is safe in humans.

Often cited as an advantage of siRNAs and shRNAs, these
olecules utilize an endogenous molecular pathway to achieve
desired effect. However, in some cases, this could account

or observed treatment-induced toxicity. Grimm et al. (2006)
sing a total of 49 different shRNAs expressed from an adeno-
ssociated virus vector, achieved high-level shRNA expression
n mouse liver after intravenous injection. Forty seven percent
f treated mice died within 2 months. Interestingly, morbidity
orrelated with an observed decrease in liver miRNA levels. The
uthors demonstrate that high-level shRNA expression can satu-
ate, and interfere with, components of the endogenous miRNA
athway. Specifically, this saturation may involve the protein
xportin-5 and occur at the level of miRNA nuclear export. In
ontrast, systemic administration of siRNAs can achieve gene
ilencing in the liver without toxicity and without a disruption
n liver miRNA processing (John et al., 2007). One obvious
xplanation is that introduced siRNAs bypass early processing
teps of miRNAs and shRNAs, and are loaded directly into

he RISC complex. John et al. (2007) demonstrated siRNA-
ependent silencing of liver-expressed transcripts, without a
ecrease in liver miRNA levels or a disruption in liver miRNA
arget-gene expression. Importantly, positive safety results have
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een achieved in phase I and II clinical trials for locally delivered
iRNAs. These treatments include bevasiranib (Cand5), a siRNA
or intravitreal inoculation, which targets vascular endothelial
rowth factor (Acuity Pharmaceuticals), and ALN-RSV01, an
ntranasally delivered product that targets the transcript for the
ucleocapsid protein of respiratory syncytial virus (Alnylam
harmaceuticals).

. Antisense and siRNA as antiviral therapeutics

RNA virus infection requires delivery of the viral genome into
ells, transcription of viral mRNA and subsequent translation
f viral proteins that aid in genome replication, viral assem-
ly and budding. Targeting viral RNA sequences with ASOs or
iRNAs is a conceptually appealing strategy for treating RNA
irus infections for several reasons. First, preventing the synthe-
is of even one critical viral protein could potentially disrupt the
iral life cycle. Secondly, the sequence specificity of ASO and
iRNA compounds potentially allows viral genes to be targeted
ithout affecting host genes, thus decreasing or eliminating
nwanted side effects. In addition, targeting viral sequences does
ot require an understanding of gene function. The feasibility of
sing ASOs and siRNAs to disrupt RNA virus gene expression
as first demonstrated using Rous sarcoma virus and respira-

ory syncytial virus, respectively (Stephenson and Zamecnik,
978; Bitko and Barik, 2001). Viral genome sequences are avail-
ble, or can be easily acquired, allowing researchers rapidly
o design and test novel nucleic acid-based, sequence-specific
ntiviral reagents. In support of this approach, there is an exten-
ive and rapidly expanding record of using antisense and RNAi
o target viruses for therapeutic benefit. Recent investigations of
equence-based reagents against highly pathogenic RNA viruses
re discussed below.

.1. Filoviruses

Ebola (EBOV) and Marburg (MARV) viruses have a single-
tranded, negative-sense 19 kb RNA genome that codes for seven
roteins. Viral replication and transcription depend on a complex
f nucleoprotein (NP), VP30, VP35 and the RNA polymerase L.
P24 and VP40 are involved in budding of mature virions from

he cell surface while glycoprotein (GP) is found embedded in
he lipid bilayer surrounding the nucleocapsid. The filoviruses
re listed as Category A bioterrorism agents by the CDC and
ust be handled under biosafety level 4 conditions. Both viruses

ause severe hemorrhagic fever in humans with mortality rates
f 30–90% (Thacker, 2003; Feldmann, 2006). Currently, there
re no vaccines or therapeutics for treating filovirus infections
n humans. For further information and perspective on filovirus
rug development, see the article by Bausch et al. (2008).

Two preclinical studies have been published investigating
MOs as a treatment for EBOV infection, with both showing
fficacy in animal models. PMOs were designed to inhibit trans-

ation of EBOV VP35, VP24, and L transcripts (Warfield et al.,
006). All three PMOs showed activity using an in vitro transla-
ion assay and reduced viral titer in cell culture. In a similar study,
different VP35-specific PMO also reduced virus yield in cell
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ulture (Enterlein et al., 2006). This PMO targeting VP35 was
onjugated to an arginine-rich peptide (P-PMO), or left uncon-
ugated, and tested in a mouse model of EBOV infection. Five
undred micrograms of VP35 PMO or P-PMO was delivered to
ice by intraperitoneal injection (i.p.) 24 h and 4 h before EBOV

hallenge. With this treatment regimen, VP35 PMO protected
5% of the mice from lethal infection, while 100% of the P-
MO-treated mice survived. Similarly, 100% of mice survived
hen treated with VP35 P-PMO 24 h after EBOV challenge.
more comprehensive investigation of VP35, VP24, and L

MOs utilized three animal models to test for efficacy (Warfield
t al., 2006). In mice, VP35 and VP24 unconjugated PMOs
rovided complete, and near complete, protection, respectively,
hen delivered by i.p. injection twice before EBOV infection.

mportantly, a combination treatment of all three PMOs, given
4 h after EBOV infection, provided complete protection. Sur-
iving mice developed an immune response to EBOV and were
rotected from subsequent challenge. In guinea pigs, maximum
fficacy was seen when the combination treatment was given
6 h postchallenge, compared to treatment with a single PMO
iven closer to challenge; probably due to differences in phar-
acokinetics and bioavailability between treatment regimens.
inally, anti-EBOV PMO treatment was investigated in rhesus
acaques (Warfield et al., 2006). Monkeys were administered
single PMO (VP35) or a combination of three PMOs (VP35,
P24 and L) from 2 days before, through 9 days after EBOV

hallenge by a combination of parenteral routes. No monkeys
reated with the single VP35-targeting PMO survived EBOV
nfection, but two of four monkeys receiving the combination
MO treatment survived lethal EBOV challenge. A third mon-
ey in this treatment group remained aviremic, but succumbed
o a secondary bacterial infection.

In addition to these promising PMO studies, siRNA may
rove to be an effective therapy against filovirus infection. To
ncrease the serum half-life of siRNAs in vivo, specialized lipo-
omes can be used to form a stable nucleic acid-lipid particle
SNALP) (Geisbert et al., 2006). SNALP-encapsulated siRNAs
gainst EBOV L gene were efficacious in a guinea pig model of
BOV infection when given daily by i.p. injection, beginning 1 h
fter challenge. Viremia was not detected in any of the siRNA-
reated animals, although two of five siRNA-treated guinea pigs
ied (compared to five out of five dead control animals). Because
hese results could indicate therapy-dependent toxicity, a trial
ith a lower dose of SNALP L siRNAs was performed, and

uccessfully protected 100% of challenged animals.
Recently, siRNAs were also generated to target MARV

P, VP30 and VP35 transcripts (Fowler et al., 2005). Each
iRNA efficiently reduced the level of its target transcript in
co-transfection assay or after MARV infection in Vero cells.
s expected, this decreased the yield of virus released from
ero cells 24 h after infection. Together, these studies sug-
est that filovirus infections are susceptible to antisense and
iRNA-mediated therapy and warrant further investigation as

herapeutics for eventual use in humans.

A growing consideration for those developing antiviral
NAi-based drug candidates is the presence of virus-encoded
NA silencing suppressors (RSSs) (Voinnet, 2005). Although

g
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o
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he presence and significance of an endogenous RNAi antiviral
esponse in mammalian cells is still under scrutiny, it has been
ell established in plants, insects, and nematodes. It is now

uggested that EBOV VP35 has RSS activity, as this protein
an inhibit shRNA-mediated silencing of luciferase expres-
ion in cotransfection assays (Haasnoot et al., 2007). This
NAi inhibition by VP35 could not be attributed to interferon

IFN) antagonism, as this effect was also observed in Vero
ells, which have a defective interferon pathway. Additionally,
P35 can functionally complement a mutant HIV-1 Tat pro-

ein. HIV-1 Tat exhibits RSS activity that is required for viral
eplication (Bennasser et al., 2005; Haasnoot et al., 2007). It
s tempting to speculate that siRNA or ASO/PMO treatments
argeting RSS protein encoding sequences, whether as part of

pool or as individual compounds, will be more efficacious
han treatments that do not reduce RSS protein levels. This
ill likely be an important area of investigation in the near

uture.

.2. Flaviviruses

Flaviviruses contain a ∼11 kb, plus-sense orientation, single-
tranded RNA genome that encodes a single long polyprotein.
nce generated, this polyprotein is cleaved to produce three

tructural, and seven non-structural proteins (Samuel and
iamond, 2006). The family Flaviviridae contains a number of

mportant human pathogens. These include West Nile (WNV),
ellow fever (YFV), Japanese encephalitis (JEV), and dengue
DENV) viruses. The significance of DENV infections has
lready been cited, and the increasing public health toll of
EV is described in another paper in this issue (Gould et al.,
008). In 2006 there were more than 4000 reported cases of
NV infection in the United States alone; most were neuroin-

asive (http://www.cdc.gov). Importantly, there are currently no
pproved vaccines or antiviral therapies against DENV or WNV
or use in humans.

PMOs have been used to inhibit flavivirus infections (WNV,
EV, SLEV and DENV) by targeting conserved sequences
ithin the 5′ and 3′ untranslated regions of the viral genome

Deas et al., 2005, 2007; Kinney et al., 2005; Holden et al., 2006).
hese areas of the genome form critical secondary structures that
re necessary for viral replication (Khromykh et al., 2003). Deas
t al. (2005) identified a peptide-conjugated PMO (PPMO) tar-
eting a highly conserved 3′ sequence element that exhibited
otent anti-WNV activity in cell culture. In a subsequent report,
his PMO was redesigned to achieve perfect complementarity to
his sequence element in WNV, JEV, and St. Louis encephali-
is virus (SLEV) (Deas et al., 2007). The redesigned oligo was
ffective against all three viruses in cell culture. PPMO and PMO
argeting this 3′ sequence element were then tested in a mouse

odel of WNV infection. Although mice could tolerate higher
oses of the PMO, compared to PPMO, this reagent did not
rotect virus-infected mice. In contrast, the PPMO, even when

iven at a more than 10-fold lower dose, increased survival and
mproved clinical correlates in mice infected with WNV. One can
peculate that the conjugated peptide improved cellular uptake
f the PMO and in this way improved efficacy.

http://www.cdc.gov/
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Several groups have successfully inhibited WNV replication
sing siRNA-based approaches (Kachko et al., 2006; Ong et al.,
006). Importantly, by targeting highly conserved sequences,
rogress has been made in designing antisense or RNAi-based
herapies that protect mice from challenge with multiple fla-
iviruses. By screening several siRNAs against the JEV genome,
umar et al. (2006) identified a siRNA targeting the enve-

ope protein (E) that provided significant protection from JEV
nfection in cell culture. A single dose of E-specific shRNA-
xpressing neurotropic lentivirus was able to provide complete
rotection (100% of mice survive) against lethal JEV chal-
enge in mice when administered by intracranial (IC) injection.
lthough this approach successfully protected mice from JEV,

entivirus-based therapies may have a hard time finding their
ay into the clinic due to safety concerns stemming from viral

ntegration.
siRNAs may offer a better choice because of the transient

ature of their effect and the ease of dose regimen optimization.
ne hundred percent of mice injected IC with lipid-encapsulated

iRNA targeting E, 30 min and 6 h after challenge, were pro-
ected from lethal JEV infection. Importantly, the authors were
ble to design a siRNA with near-perfect homology to a region
n the E gene of both JEV and WNV. IC injection 30 min
r 6 h after challenge provided almost complete protection
gainst both JEV and WNV. Kumar et al. (2007) further demon-
trated the in vivo efficacy of intravenously (IV) administered
iRNA against JEV. A peptide derived from the glycoprotein
f rabies virus (RVG) enables brain-specific delivery of conju-
ated siRNAs when given IV. Treatment with RVG-conjugated
iRNA (against E protein) was initiated 4 h after challenge,
nd was repeated daily for 3 days. This treatment regimen
id not induce a type I IFN response and protected 80% of
ice from lethal encephalitis. Additional information on antivi-

al therapy for JEV is available in this issue (Gould et al.,
008).

.3. Arenaviruses

Like the filoviruses and flaviviruses, several viruses of the
amily Arenaviridae cause severe hemorrhagic fever in humans.
hese include the NIAID category A priority pathogens Lassa,
unin and Machupo viruses (Gunther and Lenz, 2004). The
enome of arenaviruses is composed of two single-stranded
NA segments, each harboring two genes, one in the sense and
ne in the antisense direction. The larger RNA segment codes for
zinc-binding protein (Z) and the viral polymerase (L), while

he smaller segment codes for the glycoprotein precursor (GPC)
nd nucleoprotein (NP). The 5′ and 3′ termini of each RNA
egment are highly conserved among the arenaviruses, act as
romoters for replication and transcription, and are included
n viral mRNA transcripts (Gunther and Lenz, 2004). As such,
hese sequences provide attractive targets for sequence-based
herapies.
In a recent report, siRNAs targeting conserved termini
equences of the NP, L and GPC/Z were investigated (Muller and
unther, 2007). siRNAs against NP and L showed activity in an

n vitro Lassa virus minigenome replicon system. Importantly,

s
T
s
i
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hese same siRNAs inhibited replication of five different Lassa
irus isolates, along with two other arenaviruses (lymphocytic
horiomeningitis virus and Mopeia) in cell culture. Vero cells
ere transfected with siRNA and then, 4 h later, infected with

hese various arenaviruses. Cell culture supernatants were har-
ested and viral titer measured by immunological focus assay.
or further information on the treatment of Lassa fever, see the
rticle by Khan et al. (2008).

.4. Alphaviruses

Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEEV) is a mosquito-
orne, enveloped RNA virus of the genus Alphavirus that is
ound in Central and South America, and has been extensively
tudied in the laboratory (Weaver et al., 2004). Its positive-sense,
ingle-stranded RNA genome codes for seven genes, four non-
tructural proteins (nsp1-nsp4) and three structural proteins (E1,
2, and capsid). Although lethal human infections are rare, acute
ncephalitis can develop after exposure. VEEV can also be easily
ransmitted by aerosol, and is considered a possible agent of
ioterrorism. There is currently no licensed vaccine or antiviral
herapy for human use.

siRNAs against nsp1, nsp4, and E1 have been investigated for
he ability to inhibit VEEV replication in vitro (O’Brien, 2007).
our individual siRNAs were designed to target sequences in

hese genes conserved in six VEEV strains. When a pool of
ll four siRNAs was transfected into BHK 21 cells (defective
or IFN production), antiviral activity was observed against all
EEV strains tested. Although the inhibition of viral replication
as only transient, this study raises the possibility that pools of

iRNAs could be used to target multiple genetic strains of a
articular virus.

.5. SARS-associated coronavirus (SARS Co-V)

SARS emerged as an atypical pneumonia in Guangdong
rovince, China, in late 2002, then quickly spread to south-
ast Asia and North America, eventually appearing in more
han 30 countries and causing more than 800 deaths (Satija and
al, 2007). Death occurred in approximately 3–10% of infected

ndividuals following flu-like symptoms, which included fever,
alaise and dry cough, leading to acute respiratory distress with

iffuse alveolar damage. An intensive research effort identi-
ed a novel coronavirus (SARS Co-V) as the causative agent
f SARS (Drosten et al., 2003; Peiris et al., 2003; Rota et al.,
003).

Like other coronaviruses, the RNA genome of SARS Co-V is
arge (∼30 kb), single-stranded, in the positive sense orientation,
apped, and polyadenylated. Neuman et al. (2005) describe the
esign and testing of peptide-conjugated PMOs complementary
o several regions of the SARS Co-V genome. These targeted
egions include the AUG start codon of the replicase gene (orf
a/1b), the orf 1b ribosomal frameshift point, the 5′ UTR tran-

cription regulatory sequence (TRS), and the 3′ UTR. PMOs
RS1 and TRS2 were designed to target the TRS consensus
equence and disrupt secondary structure formed at this point
n the genome. Vero cells were treated with PMOs and then
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nfected with SARS Co-V. TRS1 and TRS2, more so than other
ested PMOs, reduced the cytopathic effects of viral infection,
educed viral yield and viral spread, and inhibited viral genomic
NA synthesis.

A number of preclinical studies have been completed investi-
ating the ability of siRNAs to prevent SARS Co-V replication
nd cytopathic effects, and were recently reviewed (Wu and
han, 2006). These experiments, which targeted several regions
f the SARS Co-V genome, demonstrated that siRNAs, or
hRNAs, can reduce target gene expression, viral RNA lev-
ls, and viral yield. Zheng et al. (2004) conducted an initial
n vitro screen of 48 siRNAs covering the entire SARS Co-

genome that identified two promising siRNAs targeting the
pike protein-coding region and the NSP12 region. These siR-
As were further evaluated in vivo. siRNAs were administered

n combination, intranasally, to rhesus macaques before, dur-
ng, or after intranasal challenge with SARS Co-V (Li et al.,
005a). Each siRNA treatment regimen successfully repressed
iral replication and spread in the lungs, and prevented the devel-
pment of clinical signs of SARS. Although siRNA treatment
id not completely eliminate the presence of SARS Co-V, effi-
acy was demonstrated by reduced viral loads in oropharyngeal
wabs and lung tissue sections, less severe diffuse alveolar dam-
ge and diminished fever with no treatment-associated toxicities
r safety concerns (Li et al., 2005a).

.6. Influenza A

Influenza A viruses contain eight segments of single-
tranded, negative sense genomic RNA which code for 11
nown proteins (Cheung and Poon, 2007). Multiple subtypes of
nfluenza A virus exist based on antigenic variation of envelope-
ssociated hemagglutinin (HA) and neuramidase (NA) proteins
i.e., H1N1, H3N2 and H5N1). While vaccines can protect indi-
iduals from specific viral subtypes, the emergence of novel
trains poses the risk of deadly pandemic (Johnson and Mueller,
002). H5N1 is a highly virulent avian influenza virus that can
lso infect humans. Currently, the virus does not spread easily
rom person to person. With the acquisition of this ability, the
onsequences of an influenza H5N1 pandemic could be truly
evastating.

Since the mid-1990s, ASOs have been investigated as
otential therapies for influenza A virus infection. Antisense
hosphodiester and phosphorothioate oligos can successfully
ecrease expression of viral proteins PB2 and PA in cell cul-
ure (Hatta et al., 1996, 1997). Phosphorothioate oligos targeting
B2 have also shown efficacy in vivo. Lipid encapsulated ASOs

argeting the AUG start codon of PB2, given IV, protected
ice from lethal challenge with influenza A/PR/8/34 (Mizuta

t al., 1999). This treatment effectively reduced viral RNA lev-
ls in mouse lung, decreased viral titers in the lung, and limited
amage to lung tissue. More recently, it was reported that 2′-
-methyl-modified ASOs targeting NS1, delivered intranasally,

rotected chickens from lethal H5N1 infection (Wu et al., 2008).
MOs have also been designed and found to inhibit multiple
trains of influenza A virus (Ge et al., 2006). Peptide-conjugated
MOs (P-PMOs) were designed to bind to the AUG start codon

t
i
c
a

esearch 78 (2008) 26–36 33

egion of four genes (PA, PB1, PB2, and NP). Additional P-
MOs were designed to target four terminal regions of the
P gene, which should interrupt viral RNA/RNA interactions

equired for RNA synthesis. Six of eight P-PMOs successfully
nhibited H1N1 production in Vero cells. Based on these results,
wo P-PMOs were tested for activity against a panel of influenza

subtypes, including the highly pathogenic H5N1. Notably,
retreatment with P-PMOs targeting the start codon of PB1, or
he terminal region of NP, effectively inhibited H5N1 growth in

DCK cells. Postinfection protocols also showed some success
Ge et al., 2006).

Influenza A-specific siRNAs have proven efficacious in mice.
n a protocol that preferentially delivers nucleic acids to the lung,
iRNAs specific for NP and PA (Ge et al., 2004), or shRNAs
argeting NP and M2 (Zhou et al., 2007) were administered
ntravenously in complex with a cationic polymer (PEI). In
oth studies, siRNA or shRNA treatment reduced viral titers
n lung tissue. shRNAs against NP and M2 also increased sur-
ival in mice infected with influenza A strains H1N1 or H5N1.
nother group also has demonstrated that siRNAs targeting PA

nd NP can reduce influenza A virus production in the lungs
f infected mice and increase survival (Tompkins et al., 2004).
ombination treatment with PA and NP siRNAs provided 100%
rotection from lethal challenge. Importantly, this same antivi-
al activity was seen against multiple strains of influenza A,
ncluding H5N1. IFN-� was not detected in serum or lung tis-
ue homogenates from mice treated with siRNA; evidence that
he observed antiviral effect is not due to IFN production. For
dditional information on treating seasonal and avian influenza,
ee the review by Beigel and Bray (2008).

. Conclusion

Based on preclinical studies, antisense and siRNA-based
ntiviral compounds appear to hold a great deal of promise and
ill increasingly find their way through the FDA approval pro-

ess and into the clinic. However, delivery remains a significant
hallenge. As mentioned, the only FDA-approved ASO drug
s administered locally. A recent report of peptide-mediated,
rgan-specific delivery of siRNA after systemic administra-
ion is an important advance. Such delivery methods have the
otential to increase the efficacy of many ASO and siRNA
ompounds. The development of systemic and postexposure
reatment regimens will be critical for the successful and
idespread use of these compounds. Further, we expect the

fficacy of these drug candidates to improve as ASO and
iRNA design rules become even better understood and entire
iral genomes are systematically screened for appropriate tar-
ets.
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